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ABSTRACT 

We have measured the production rates as a function of scaled energy x of prompt 

charmed pseudoscalar D’ and vector D** mesons in hadronic 2’ decays. The prompt 

signal components were isolated from the background of D mesons from B hadron de- 

cays using impact parameters of reconstructed D* -+ K+TT*K' and D*-daughter Do -+ 

K-n-+ and Do + ICrs~-ns candidates. Using the combined meson production rates 

we have measured the fraction of hadronic 2’ decays into CC, R, = 0.182f0.027 (stat.) 

ho.012 (syst.) (Preliminary). Comparison of the D** and D* rates gives a direct 

probe of vector (V) vs. pseudoscalar (P) meson production for charmed quarks, and 

for x > 0.4 we have measured Pv = V/(V+P) = 0.65fO.O9(stat.)f0.03(syst.)f0.03 

(BR) (Preliminary). We have measured the degree of spin alignment of the D** mesons 

along their flight direction and find it to be consistent with zero. We compared the 

latter two results with QCD- and model-based predictions of charm-quark jet fragmen- 

tation. 
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1 Introduction 

The fragmentation of heavy quarks has been studied both theoretically and experimen- 

-tally. Some of the theoretical models are quite successful in describing experimental 

data collected in e+e- annihilation. In addition, the total production rate of charmed 

mesons can be used to derive the fraction of hadronic 2’ decays into charm-anticharm 

pairs, & = ~-&‘zo+M~~~~. Spin-dependent properties of the fragmentation, such 

as the relative vector to pseudoscalar meson production ratio or the spin alignment of 

vector mesons, may be useful in studying the dynamics. 

The quantity P v, defined as the relative production ratio of vector (V) to (vec- 

tor+pseudoscalar (P)) mesons, is expected in a naive spin-counting model to be Pv = 

V/(V + P) = 0.75 for promptly produced mesons. For charmed mesons produced in 

2’ --+ CC events recent measurements from LEP have yielded values lower than this 

expectation, Pv = 0.53 f 0.16 [l] and 0.54 f 0.10 [2]. Models for charm fragmenta- 

tion based on perturbative QCD, by Suzuki [3] and by Braaten et al. [4], predict a 

dependence of Pv on the fractional energy carried by the meson, xg = LED/&, where 

ED is the energy of the charmed meson and fi is the c.m. energy. The degree of 

vector meson spin alignment along the flight direction is expected to be zero in the 

naive spin-counting model; in the calculations of Suzuki and Braaten et al., this also 

depends on XD [3, 41. 

Here we present the preliminary results of a study of the production of prompt 

charged vector and pseudoscalar charmed mesons in 2’ decay events produced by 

the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) and recorded in the SLC Large Detector (SLD). 

Those mesons produced promptly were separated from those produced in decays of 

B-hadrons, as well as from combinatoric background, using lifetime information. The 

prompt component was then extracted independent of assumptions about D-meson 

production from B-hadron decays. From the number of prompt charged D*+ and Ds 

mesons* we derived a measurement of R,. Since neutral D*’ mesons cannot decay into 

charged D+ mesons, this measures directly the number of primary charm quarks that 

pair with anti-d quarks, Ned, and the R, value is relatively insensitive to assumptions 

about -the other charmed hadrons produced. By comparing the number of D*+ and 

Ds mesons found, we measured Pv as a function of xg. This measurement is also 

*The inclusion of charge-conjugate states is implied throughout this paper. 
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insensitive to D*’ production and decay. We also measured the degree of spin alignment 

of D*+ mesons along their flight direction as a fun&on of XD. We compare our results 

with those from other 2’ and lower energy experiments, as well as with the predictions 

-of the spin-counting model and the models of Suzuki and of Braaten et al. 

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection 

The ese- annihilation events produced at the 2’ resonance by the SLC have been 

recorded in the SLD, a general description of which can be found elsewhere [5]. Charged 

tracks are measured in the central drift chamber (CDC) [6] and in the vertex detector 

(VXD) [7]. M omentum measurement is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field of 

0.6 T. The VXD is composed of CCDs containing a total of 120 million 22 x 22pm2 

pixels arranged in four concentric layers of radius between 2.9 and 4.2 cm. Including 

the uncertainty on the primary interaction point (IP), the CDC and VXD give a 

combined impact parameter resolution in the (x-y) plane transverse to the beam axis 

of 11 $7O/(p&rZ)jJ m, where pl is the track momentum transverse to the beam 

axis in GeV/c and 8 is the track polar angle with respect to the beamline. Particle 

energies are measured in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) [8], which contains both 

electromagnetic and hadronic sections, and in the Warm Iron Calorimeter [9]. 

Three triggers were used for hadronic events. The first required a total LAC electro- 

magnetic energy greater than 12 GeV; the second required at least two well-separated 

tracks in the CDC; and the third required at least 4 GeV in the LAC and one track in 

the CDC. 

This analysis used the charged tracks measured in the CDC and VXD. A set of 

cuts was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and events well-contained 

within the detector acceptance. Charged tracks were required to have (i) a closest 

approach transverse to the beam axis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm along the axis 

from the measured interaction point; (ii) a polar angle 13 with respect to the beam axis 

within ] cosf3 ]< 0.80; and (“‘) 111 a momentum transverse to the beam axis, pl > 0.15 

Gey/c, Events were required to have (i) a minimum of five such tracks; (ii) a thrust 

axis [lo] polar angle within ] cos& ]< 0.71; and (iii) a total visible energy Evis of at 

least 20 GeV, which was calculated from the selected tracks assigned the charged pion 
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mass. From our 1993-95 data sample 102,564 events passed these cuts. The efficiency 

for selecting hadronic events satisfying the I cos& ) cut was estimated t.o be above 

96%. The background in the selected event sample was estimated to be 0.3 f O.l%, 

-dominated by 2’ + r+r- events. Distributions of single particle and event topology 

observables in the selected events were found [ll] to be well described by Monte Carlo 

models of hadronic 2’ decays [la, 131 combined with a simulation of the SLD. 

3 Initial Selection of D*+ and D+ Candidates 

Observed D*+ and D+ mesons can be produced in 2’ + CC events, as well as from B 

hadron decays in 2’ -+ bb events. We describe the first category as primary mesons, 

and the second as secondary mesons. We first applied a set of cuts to select D mesons 

and reduce combinatoric background. We t.hen divided the candidates as described 

in the next section into samples enriched in primary (c-rich) and secondary (b-rich) 

decays. From the measured numbers of observed charmed mesons in the two samples, 

we derived the primary and secondary production rates. 

The D*+ mesons were identified using the decay D*+ --+ Don,+ followed by Do -+ 

IT-n+ (K7r mode) or Do + IC~f~-~Tf (Kn7rn mode). We first searched for Do 

candidates via the hr7r and h’n~7r decay modes. Each event was divided into two 

hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. In each hemisphere we 

considered all two- (h’r) or four- (Knnn) track combinations of net charge zero, and 

assigned the charged kaon mass in turn to one of the particles and the charged pion 

mass to the other(s). For the Kmur mode all tracks were required to have p > 0.75 

GeV/c. If the invariant mass of a Do candidate was in the range 1.765 < A!~K, < 1.965 

GeV/c2 ( KK) or 1.795 < MI<,,, < 1.935 GeV/c2 (K~srn), it was combined with each 

r, candidate track having charge opposite that of the K candidate to form a set of 

D*+ candidates. 

We required D*+ candidates to pass one of two se& of cuts designed to reduce 

combinatoric background. The first set exploited the facts that D mesons are produced 

with relatively high momentum and decay isotropically; we required: (1.i) xg* >0.4 

(K7r) or >0.5 (Kxx~T~TT); (l.ii) ] cos 6i.l <0.9 (Kn) or <0.8 (K~TT~TT~~), where I$~ is the 

angle between the direction of the Do candidate in the laboratory frame and t’he K 
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candidate in the Do rest frame; and (l.iii) prr, > 1 GeV/c. The second set exploited the 

long lifetime of the Do mesons, which have an average decay length (Lo) - 1 mm in CC 

events. We required: (2.i) xD* >0.2 (h’r) or > 0.4 (K 7r7rr); (2.ii) a probability > 1% 

-for a vertex fit to the Do candidate tracks; and (2.iii) a Do decay length significance 

L”/aLo > 2.5. 

Candidates for Ds --+ K-n+n+ decays were formed by combining two same-sign 

pion candidate tracks with an opposite-sign kaon candidate. To reduce combinatoric 

background we required: (i) xg+ > 0.2; (ii) all three tracks to have p > 1 GeV/c; (iii) 

cosdf;- > -0.8, where 0; is the angle between the direction of the D+ candidate in the 

laboratory frame and the K candidate in the Df rest frame; (iv) a vertex fit with > 1% 

probability; (v) a Df decay length significance L+/~L+ > 3.0; (vi) the projection of 

the angle between the Df momentum vector and a line joining the IP and the vertex 

to be less than 20 mrad in the plane containing the track and the beam axis, and less 

than 15 (40) mrad in the x-y plane for xD+ < 0.4 (> 0.4). To reject D”+ decays, the 

difference between the reconstructed Km invariant mass and each ITT invariant mass 

was required to be greater than 160 MeV/c2. 

4 Selection of Primary and Secondary D Mesons 

In order to extract the number of D mesons in CC events, we defined ‘c-rich’ and ‘b- 

rich’ samples of candidates using information from the opposite hemisphere in the 

event, as well as the consistency of the Do or D+ candidate with originating at the IP. 

We first applied an impact parameter technique [14] to hemispheres opposite to those 

containing a D meson candidate. In each such hemisphere we counted t,he number of 

“significant” tracks, NS$!‘, having normalized transverse impact parameter with respect 

to the IP b/a6 > 3. The distribution of this quantity is shown in fig. 1; the data are 

well described by our Monte Carlo simulation, and the simulation indicates that those 

candidates with high Nit7 are predominantly from b5 events. The b-rich sample was 

defined by requiring NSyy 2 3. 

Remaining D*+ candidates were accepted into the c-rich sample if they passed 

the cuts (2.i-2.iii) given above, the transverse impact parameter of the Do candidate 

momentum w.r.t. the IP, dzy, was less than 20 pm, and the Do proper decay time, 
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Figure 1: The distribution of the number of tracks in the hemisphere opposite a D 

meson candidate that miss the IP by at least 30. The points represent the data and 

the histogram represents the Monte Carlo simulation. The flavor composition of the 

simulation is indicated. 

TDO, was less than 1.0 ps. The distribution of the quantity d,, is shown in fig. 2a for 

D*+ candidates that passed the cuts (2.i-2.iii) and had a mass difference (see below) 

in the range 142-149 MeV/c2. The simulation describes the data well and shows 

that the primary charmed mesons typically have smaller impact parameters than the 

secondaries. Candidates that passed the cuts (l.iil.iii) were also accepted into the 

c-rich sample. Remaining D+ candidates were accepted into the c-rich sample if they 

satisfied @& < 5 (10) mrad for xg+ < 0.4 (> 0.4). The distribution of the quantity &.Y 

is shown in fig. 2b. 

Distributions of the mass difference, AM = f%f~O,~ - MDO, between the recon- 

structed invariant masses of the D*+ and Do candidates, are shown in fig. 3 for each 

of the KTT and KYUW modes in the c-rich and b-rich samples. The results of a similar 

analysis of simulated data are also shown, indicating that the signal in the c-rich (b- 

rich) sample is predominantly from primary (secondary) D*+ mesons. The candidates 

in each sample were binned in scaled energy xg*+, and each AM distribution was fitted 

with a Gaussian signal function plus a background function of the form A(LLV - MT)B, 

where MT is the charged pion mass and A and B are free parameters. The center and 

widih of the signal function were fixed to values given by the simulation. The two decay 

modes of the Do were considered separately. The resulting estimates of the numbers 

of observed signal and combinatoric background candidates within f3.5 MeV/c of the 
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Figure 2: (a) The distribution of the transverse impact parameter of Do candidates in 

D*+ candidates with mass difference in the range 142-149 MeV/c2. (b) Distribution of 

the angle between the momentum vector of a D+ candidate with invariant mass in the 

range 1800-1940 MeV/ c2 and a line joining its measured decay vertex with the IP. The 

points represent the data and the histograms represent the Monte Carlo simulation, 

for which the flavor composition is indicated. 

peak are listed in Table 1. 

, _ 
The invariant mass distributions of the Df -+ K-K+x+ candidates in the c-rich and 

b-rich samples are shown in figs. 3e and f, respectively. Again the simulation indicates 

good separation of primary from secondary mesons. The candidates in each sample 

were binned in xD+ and each mass distribution was fitted with a function comprising a 

Gaussian with fixed center and width for the D+ signal and a third order polynomial 

function for the combinatoric background. The resulting estimates of the numbers of 

observed signal and combinatoric background candidates within f70 MeV/c of the 

peak are listed in Table 1. 

For either the D”+ or D+ mesons, the numbers of observed signal events in the c- 

rich and b-rich samples, Ncvrich and Nb-++h respectively, can be related to the numbers 

of D mesons produced in CC events (Nc+D) and bb events (Nb+D) as follows: 

(1) 

The tagging efficiencies, e,.b, qc,b, were estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation and 
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Figure 3: The Ait!l distributions for D*+ + D”7r,f candidates reconstructed in the (a,b) 

Do -+ K-n+ and (c,d) Do + K-xS7r-nf modes and accepted into the (a,c) c-rich 

and (b,d) b-rich samples. The iWK,, distribution for II+ -+ Ii’-;‘r+‘i~+ candidates in 

the (e) c-rich and (f) b- rlc * h samples. The points represent, the data and the histograms 

repwsent the Monte Carlo simulation, for which the flavor composition is indicated. 



XD 
D*+ -+ Tr$(Ii?r+) D*+ -+ 7r~(r7r+.i-r-57+) 

c-rich b-rich c-rich b-rich 

D+ + K-r’& 

c-rich b-rich 

0.2-0.4 15.6/10.4 36.4/43.6 - - 25.6152.4 27.81169.2 

0.4-0.5 34.9/23.1 27.5/ 7.5 9.5123.5 22.31 38.7 40.1138.9 8.9/ 99.1 

0.5-0.6 23.2/ 8.8 10.3/ 3.7 32.6/71.4 18.7/ 15.3 38.3/28.7 21.0/ 33.0 

0.6-0.7 21.9/ 4.1 4.21 1.8 27.9126.1 6.61 2.4 29.3113.7 6.51 12.5 

0.7-1.0 21.2/ 2.8 4.8/ 0.2 17.8/ 9.2 10.9/ 1.1 43.6/13.4 21.3/ 2.7 

Table 1: Observed numbers of signal/background events in the c-rich and b-rich sam- 

ples for each D meson decay mode. The fitted background function was integrated over 

the regions 142 < Alzl < 149 MeV/ c2 and 1800 < &lK,, < 1940 MeV/c”. 

are shown as functions of XD in fig. 4. They include track and vertex reconstruction 

efficiencies that were checked using 3-prong r-decays, which have a topology similar to 

that of D meson decays, in the simulation and the data. We solved eqn. 1 in each bin of 

XD to obtain N,+D and N~+L). The N,+.D were divided by the appropriate branching 

ratios, BR( D*+ + DOT+) = 68.1 f 1.6% [15], BR(D” + Ii?+) = 3.84 f 0.13% [16], 

BR(D” + K-.i7+‘ir-n+) = 7.5f0.496 [16], and BR(D+ + K-T+TT+) = 9.lf0.6% [15], 

and divided by the number of accepted hadronic events to obtain total production rates 

of prompt charged D mesons per hadronic 2’ decay. The corrected xg distributions 

for prompt D+ and D”+ mesons are shown in fig. 5. 

5 Measurement of R, 

The fraction of hadronic 2’ decays into CZ, R,, may be written as: 

R, = rcc = NJ + NE + Ncz + CN,,,I 

rhadrons 2l~hadrons ’ 
(2) 

where NCq represents the number of primary charm quarks that pair up with an anti- 

quark of flavor q from the vacuum, CN Cqq/ represents the number that combine with e - 
any diquark pair to form a charmed baryon, and Nhadrons is the total number of 

hadronic events. Assuming NCz .= NJ, and defining a strangeness suppression pa- 

rameter S = NCz/NCz and a baryon suppression parameter B = CNC,rY,/NC;i, one can 
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Figure 4: Simulated efficiencies for reconstructing true (a,b) D*+ -+ YT~K-T@, (c,d) 

D*+ -+ n-+K-nf~+~+, and 

(a,c,e) c-rkh or (b,d,f) b- 

(e,f) Df + KP7r+7r+ decays and accepting them into the 

rlc sample. The solid (dashed) 1 . h ines represent generated true 

prir&aiy (secondary) D-mesons. 
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Figure 5: Distributions of scaled energy xu for prompt charged vector (dots) and 

pseudoscalar (circles) charmed mesons. The errors are statistical and experimental 

systematic added in quadrature. 

write 
R 

c 
= NCd2 + ’ + B, 

2Nhadrons ’ 
(3) 

Under the assumptions that all primary cd pairs produce exactly one Df or D*+ 

meson and that there are no other sources of such mesons, the number of primary cd 

pairs can be equated to the total observed number of charged D+ and D*+ mesons: 

NJ = N,+D*+ -I- N,+D+. (4) 

The second assumption is valid since neutral D* mesons do not decay into charged D 

mesons, so that there are no contributions from primary cu or cs pairs, and D mesons 

from B hadron decays have been removed explicitly in our analysis. D mesons can be 

produced in hadronic events of any primary flavor q by gluon splitting, i.e. 2’ + qijg, 

g + CC, but this is a small contribution to the total D meson rate, primarily at low XD, e - 
and requires only a small correction to our measurement (see below). The product.ion 

of excited D mesons, collectively referred to as D**, in 2’ decays has recently been 

reported [17]. H owever, their masses are well above those of the D and D* mesons, 
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so t’hat, isospin symmetry might be expected to hold. That is. we can assume that i) 

charged (cd) and nonstrange neut,ral (cti) D** mesons are produced equally, and ii) all 

D** mesons decay into a D or Dx meson, with BR( D**’ + D+X) = BR( D**+ + D’X), 

-etc. Under these assumptions, the equality (eqn. 4) holds exactly. We neglect the 

possible small effect of decays such as D,** -+ 0+X, and D**+ -F D,Xs. 

We integrated our measured Ds and D*+ meson product’ion rates over the range 

0.2 < XD < 1.0. From these we subtracted gluon splitting comributions of roughly 

l%, estimated from the simulation. We then applied correction factors of roughly 1.07 

to account for the unmeasured region XD < 0.2, which were also estimated from the 

simulation. We divided the sum of the corrected total numbers of Df and D*+ mesons 

by the number of accepted hadronic events to obtain iVc;i/Nhadrons = 0.146 f 0.024. We 

input this value into eqn. 3, along with values of the parameters S and B taken from 

measured relative rates of other strange mesons and baryons, S = 0.3 and B = 0.2, to 

obtain: 

R, = 0.182 f 0.027 f O.O12(Preliminary), (5) 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. The components of the 

systematic error are discussed in section 8. 

6 Measurement of Pv 

The measured numbers of D*+ and D+ mesons in CC eve&s, NC+D*+ and N,+D+ 

respectively, can be related separately to N,;i via the relative vector to pseudoscalar 

meson production parameter Pv = V/(P + V) : 

NJ- Pv = N,_tD*+, (6) 

Ncz. (1 - Pv + (1 - BR,)Pv) = NC-D+, (7) 

where BR, = BR(D*+ + DOT+) accounts for charged D* mesons that do not decay 

to a charged pseudoscalar meson. Again, there are no contributions from primary cu 

or CS mesons, except for the effects of D** decays, which we neglect here, though we 

note that the presence of such decays is not included in the theoretical predictions for 

Pv. Taking the ratio of the two equations, NC2 cancels, and we obtain: 

N&D*+ pv 

- c+D+ iv = l-PVBR, ’ (8) 
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We considered the number of D*+ from each Do decay mode separately, and solved 

eqn. 8 in each bin of <CD. The resulting Pv values are listed in Table 2, and the 

average of the two modes is shown as a function of xg in fig. 6. The errors are 

predominantly statistical. The systematic errors are discussed in section 8. Since 

the decay multiplicity of D*+ -+ ‘irzK-7rS is equal to that of Ds -+ K-.ir+r+ we are 

insensitive to uncertainties in track and vertex reconstruction efficiencies for this mode. 
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Figure 6: Preliminary measured PV (dots) as a function of xg . The solid line represents 

the expectation of naive spin counting, the dotted line is the calculation by Suzuki, 

and-the dashed line is the calculation by Braaten et al. 

The predictions of the QCD calculations of Braaten et al. and Suzuki are also 

shown. in fig. 6, together with the prediction of naive spin counting, Pv = 0.75. ,411 
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XD D”+ -+ 7rpnr+> II*+ + Tr$(K-7rfn-7rf) 

0.2-0.4 0.63f0.38f0.03 - 

0.4-0.5 0.71f0.19f0.03 0.28f0.39f0.02 

0.5-0.6 0.73f0.20f0.03 0.72f0.23f0.04 

0.6-0.7 0.72f0.16f0.03 0.75f0.16f0.04 

1 0.7-0.9 1 0.69f0.14f0.03 1 0.45f0.14f0.03 I 

Table 2: Preliminary Pv values as a function of x D for the Kn and Knmr modes. The 

first error is statistical and the second is experimental systematic. 

predictions are consistent with the data. Averaging over the region xD > 0.4, we obtain 

the preliminary result 

Pv = 0.650 f O.O89(stat.) f O.O32(syst.) f O.O30(BR), (9) 

where the first error is statistical, the second one is systematic and the third is due to 

errors on relevant measured branching ratios. This result is consistent with both the 

spin counting hypothesis and previous measurements from the LEP experiments [l, 21, 

which yield an average of Pv = 0.54 f 0.08. 
* _ 

7 Measurement of D*+ Spin Alignment 

We measured the degree of D*+ spin alignment along the flight direction by considering 

the angle O* between the momentum directions of the D*+ in the laboratory frame and 

the Do in the D*+ rest frame. For this measurement we used only those D*+ candidates 

passing the cuts (2.i-2.iii) given in section 4, since the cuts (l.i-l.iii) were found to 

bias the cosO* distribution substantially. The analysis was performed on the inclusive 

sample passing these cuts, as well as on the corresponding c-rich and b-rich subsamples. 

In each bin of xg* and cosO* the KTT and Knm modes were combined and the 

number of candidates with mass difference in the window 142 < AM < 149 MeV/c2 e - 
was counted. The number of expected combinatorial background candidates was sub- 

tracted, where the cosO* dependence was taken from the simulation and the normal- 

ization was taken-from a fit to the data in each xg* bin, integrated over cosO*. The 
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results for the c-rich and b-rich samples were unfolded as described above, to yield 

cosO* distributions for primary and secondary D*+ mesons. Normalized distributions 

of cos O* for four zD*-bins are shown for t,he inclusive sample in fig. 7 before subtraction 

-of the estimated background, which is also shown. 

We then fitted the function: 

1 dN 
3 [1+ 

NdcosO* = (6+ 2~) 
a cos2 e*]) (10) . 

to each distribution. The parameter a quantifies the degree of spin alignment and a 

priori can have any value in the range -1 5 a 5 oo. For a = -1, the decay-angular 

distribution is proportional to sin2 0 and for a + co the distribution is proportional 

to cos2 0. The fitted values of a, a, and ob for inclusive, primary and secondary D*+ 

mesons, respectively, are listed in Table 3 for each xg* bin. 

In fig. 8 we compare our inclusive results with similar measurements at lower c.m. 

energies from CLEO [18], HRS [19], and TPC [20]. All results are consistent with each 

other and with zero. In fig. 9 we compare our measured a, for prompt D* mesons 

with the predictions of Suzuki and Braaten et al. Our results disfavor the calculation 

of Suzuki. The prediction of spin counting, a, = 0, is also consistent with our da 

Averaging over the region xD+ > 0.4, we obtain the preliminary results 

;a. 

, 

Q = -0.072 f 0.300 f 0.357, (11) 

a, = 0.019 f 0.378 f 0.582, (12) 

a(, = -0.484 f 0.549 f 0.219, (13) 

where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. We summarize the 

systematic uncertainties in the next section. Our average value of a, is consistent with 

that from a similar measurement, averaged over xgt > 0.5, from the OPAL experiment 

8 Systematic Errors 

We have considered sources of systematic uncertainty that affect our various mea- 

surements of charmed hadron product,ion. These can be divided into uncertainties in 

modelling the det,ector, uncertainties on experimental measurements serving as input 
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Figure 7: Distributions of cos O* for the inclusive sample (dots) in four bins of xg’ : (a) 

0.2 < xg* < 0.4, (b) 0.4 < xg* < 0.5, (c) 0.5 < xD+ < 0.6, and (d) 0.6 < xD* < 1.0. 

Also shown are the expected combinatoric background (cross-hatched histogram) and 

the expected contribution from B hadron decays (hatched histogram). The dashed 

lines represent the results of fits of eqn. 10, to which a constant has been added equal e - 
00 the average background level. 
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Figure 8: Preliminary fitted spin alignment parameter Q (dots) for the inclusive sample 

of II*+ mesons from hadronic 2’ decays, as a function of xg*. Also shown are similar 

results from experiments at lower c.m. energies. 
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Figure 9: Preliminary fitted spin alignment parameter Q, for primary II*+ mesons as a 

function of xD’. The dotted line represents the calculation by Suzuki, and the dashed 

line the calculation by Braaten et ,al. 
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ZD* Q QfC ab 

0.30 0.73 f 1.05 1.01 f 1.77 0.59 f 1.22 

0.44 0.18 f 0.67 -0.30 f 0.70 0.59 f 1.16 

1 0.54 1 -0.42f 0.38 1 -0.07f 0.65 1 -0.90 f 0.63 1 

0.72 0.86 f 0.71 0.35 f 0.62 3.62 f 4.04 

Table 3: Preliminary spin alignment parameters a, Q, and jib for inclusive, primary 

and secondary D*+, reSp&iVdy, as a fUndiOn Of xD*. Errors are StatiStmiCa Only. 

parameters to the underlying physics modelling, and uncertainties in ext,racting signal 

rates from the measured invariant mass distributions. The various sources of system- 

atic uncertainty are discussed in this section, and their effects on our xD-averaged 

measurements are summarized in Table 4. 

The dominant source of detector modelling uncertainty is the track reconstruction 

efficiency. This was measured using 3-prong r decays in our data, a topology similar 

to our measured D meson modes, and the statistical error on that measurement was 

propagated as a systematic error for this analysis. This error cancels for Pv measured 

from the K7r mode, since a ratio of two 3-prong decay modes was used, and is small 

for the spin alignment measurements since it is independent of cos O*. 

A large number of measured quantities relating to the production and decay of 

charm and bottom hadrons are used as input to our simulation, from which our recon- 

struction efficiencies are derived. Since we measured primary and secondary D meson 

production simultaneously, we are insensitive to the relative production of different 

D-meson species in B hadron decays, however we are sensitive to the properties of B 

hadron production and decay that affect the efficiencies for assigning candidates to the 

c-rich and b-rich samples, such as B hadron lifetimes and fragmentation functions. We 

considered systematic variations of input parameters given by world average measure- 

ments, derived in each case a new set of efficiencies E,,$, qC,b from the simulation using 

an event weighting technique, and repeated the unfolding of the signals measured in 

the ‘c- and b-rich samples. In the case of spin alignment, the background shape was also 

recalculated in each case. In addition, the R, measurement is sensitive to the relative 

production of D, mesons and charmed baryons. 
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Since there are small numbers of entries in many of the xg bins used in the analysis, 

we are sensitive to the invariant mass range and the signal and background shapes used 

for fitting the data. Fits were performed using several alternative functional forms and 

-various invariant mass ranges. We conservatively estimated a systematic error for the 

Pv and R, measurements by taking the largest difference between results of any of 

these fits and the nominal values. For the spin alignment measurements, the cosO*- 

dependence of the background was checked using sideband data, and the full difference 

was assigned as a systematic error. 

Error source 

Tracking efficiency 

B meson lifetime (1.55 f 0.1~~) 

B baryon lifetime (1.1 f 0.3~~) 

B baryon fraction (0.09 f 0.03) 

Fragmentation 

< zb >= 0.700 f 0.011 

< 5, >= 0.494 f 0.012 

Strangeness suppression (*lo%) 

Charm Baryon fraction (f30%) 

Gluon splitting (G = 0.03 f 0.015) 

Fitting to extract signals 

Total Experimental 

Do , Df , D*+ Branching fractions 

T KiT 

0.7% 

0.1% 

0.7% 

0.8% 

- 

- 

- 

4.2% 

4.4% 

4.5% 

pv 

1.0% 2.5% 

0.9% 

0.6% 

1.2% 

1.6% 

- 

12.5% 

1.4% 

0.9% 

0.8% 

2.5% 

1.2% 

2.4% 

0.7% 

1.9% 

Spin Alignment 

0.005 

0.002 

0.004 

0.013 

- 

- 

0.582 

0.582 

ab Q 

- 

0.012 0.008 

0.017 0.007 

0.006 0.006 

0.038 0.022 

- 

- 

- 

0.215 0.356 

0.220 

I 
Table 4: Summary of systematic uncertainties for the observables. 

9 Summary and Conclusions e - 

In conclusion, we have made preliminary measurements of the production of primary 

D+ and D*+ mesons in hadronic ‘2’ decays as a function of scaled energy. From the 
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sum of the integrated numbers of these two particles we derived a measurement of 

R, = 0.182 f O.O27(stat.) f O.O12(syst.), (Preliminary) (14 

From the ratio of the two product,ion rates we derived the relative vector to pseudoscalar 

production parameter PV = V/(V + P) f or p rompt charmed mesons as a function of 

xg, and find the calculations of Suzuki and Braaten et al., as well as the prediction 

of the naive spin counting model, to be consistent with our measurement. Averaging 

over xD > 0.4 we obtain 

PV = 0.650 f O.O89(stat.) f O.O32(syst.) f O.O30(BR), (Preliminary) (15) 

consistent with previous measurements at the 2’ resonance. We have measured the 

degree of spin alignment of inclusive, primary and secondary D*+ mesons along the 

flight direction as a function of xg+ , finding all to be consistent with zero. The inclusive 

results are consistent with previous results at lower energies, and the measurements for 

primary D* mesons are consistent with a recent result from OPAL. The calculation of 

Braaten et al. and the prediction of the naive spin counting model are consistent with 

the results for primary D* mesons, and the calculation of Suzuki is disfavored. 
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